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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Cauchy problem for the nonlinear equation 
2m %z %c - UYY +f(x,Y) = 0, (1.1) 
with m > 0, is singular if initial conditions of the form 
u(x, 0) = 0, %/(x, 0) = T(X), x c 1 = [a, 131, (14 
are imposed. If p’(x) > 0 on I, then for y > 0 the equation (1.1) is hyperbolic 
near I. For the special case f = 0, the problem is transformed into a linear 
singular Cauchy problem by the Legendre transformation (see [l]), but the 
equation cannot be linearized in general. In this paper, the solution of the 
nonlinear problem is expressed in terms of the characteristics of (l.l), and 
the characteristics are obtained as the solution of a system of integrai- 
functional equations. The methods used here are simpler than those employed 
by the author [2] in solving the singular problem for the equation 
u 2m uxx - %I, +f(% Y, % % , %/I = 0, 
with the initial conditions (1.2) (but with v rather than p’ positive). 
We shall use the notation Lip(x, , . . . . x, ; K(y)) to denote the class of 
functions 8 which satisfy the Lipschitz condition 
I 4(x, 3 a-*, 4 - @l 9 a’-, %)I < K(Y)(I Xl - f, I + *-* + I x72 - %I I) 
onagivenregion.Assumethatp,EC2(1),/9,j,1~”1~IIg,II,O<u~cp’dA, 
and v” E Lip(x; II 9) 11) for some constants a, A and Ij IJI 11. Choose A, so that 
A, > A and let D be the open region bounded by the curves 
x=/l- 
1 
- Arym+‘, 
m+l 
x=a+ ’ A;yy”+l 
m+l 
, (Y 2 9, (1.3) 
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and the interval I, and for each 6 > 0, let D, denote the part of D for which 
y < 6. We then suppose that f is twice continuously differentiable with 
respect to x on D and If I, lfz 1, IfEz I G IlflLf~ W(y; Ilfll) and 
fzI E Lip(x; (/f 11) for some constant 11 f/I. We can now state the principal 
result: 
THEOREM 1. There exists a S > 0 such that on D, the singular Cauchy 
problem for (1.1) h as a unique solution which has Lipschitz continuous second 
derivatives on D, . 
2. THE CHARACTERISTIC EQUATIONS 
The characteristics gi(t, x, y)(i = 1,2) of (1.1) passing through the point 
(x, y) satisfy 
g&9 % Y) = (-lk%&, x9 Y>, 9, 
gi(Y, x9 Y> = x~ (i = 1,2). 
Since the functions defined by 
Eli = uy + (-l)i+r --& ur+l, 
satisfy the equations 
(0 d t d y), 
(2.1) 
(i = 1,2), (2.2) 
uiu + (-l)"uz%z =f, %(X9 0) = P(X), 
it follows that 
Using the initial condition u(x, 0) = 0 and (2.2), we can express u and u, 
in terms of the characteristics as 
u(x, Y) = ; j-’ CdgdO, x> t)) + dgdo, x> tN1 dt 
1" 
+ zf: Jjf(n( s, x, t), 4 +f(&, x, 4, 41 ds dt, (2.4) 
u&T Y) = (qq’(m+l) (MO, *> YN - 9&(09 x7 Y)) 
+ j-1 VW, xv Y), t) -f(& x, Y>, 91 dt)l’@+‘). (2.5) 
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gi*p, x, y) = (-lY (+q’(*+l) (d&(0, gi 9 9) - d&(0, gi > 4) 
+ 1:: [f(gl(S, gi t r), s, -f(gdS, gi 7 r), s)l hjml(m+1)9 
where gi = gi(t, x, y). 
Choose h so that 0 < h < 1 and define 
h&, x, y) = (-I)% - gi(4 x, y)ly-“-“, (0 d t <Y), 
MY9 *, Y) = O, (i = 1,2). 
Then these functions satisfy the equations 
hi&, x, y) = -y-rn-AK(x + (-l)“+iym+%&, x, y), t), 
where we have set K = Fml(m+lJ and 
F(x,y) = F/ & + Ym+Aqo, x, Y)) - P)(x - YrnfAwA x9 Y)) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
+ j: [fcx + ym+v4S, X, y), 4 -f(x -~~+w, x7 Y), 41 d+ (2.9) 
In the next section, we shall show that the integrated forms of (24, 
hi(t, x, y) = y-m-A 1; K(x + ( -l)i+lyllZ+AJz&, x, y), s) ds, (2.10) 
have unique solutions on some set D, . 
3. THE SOLUTION OF THE CHARACTERISTIC EQUATIONS 
Let Xs denote the set of vector valued functions h = (& , hs) such that 
W, x, Y) and W, x, Y) are continuous on [0, y] x D, and satisfy 
* a;;y-m--l(ynz+l _ trn+l) 
*r 
< w, %Y> < & 
(3.1) 
py-m-yym+l _ p+l), 
1 pi&, X,Y)i < Byl-" 
hi, E Lip(x; Cyl-“). 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
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a, , A,, B and C are positive constants with a,, < a and A,, > A. X6 is not 
void since the function h = (hi , h,) defined by 
is in X8 for any constant c such that a, < c < A,. 
For any continuous vector-valued function 7 = (vl ,vs) on [0, y] x D, , 
let us define 
II r) II = SUP I 'I&, 4 y)l, (4 x, Y) E I[@ Yl x & , i = 1,2. 
Then X8 is a complete metric space under the metric 
4k 4 = MI1 h - 4 + II h, - kc II, 
with M a positive constant. 
Let T be the mapping on X, given by Th = H = (HI , H,) and 
Hi(t, x, y) = y-m-A j-1 K(h; x + ( -l)i+iymfAhi(s, x, y), s) ds, 
(0 < t < y), (3.4) 
Hi(O, x, 0) = 0, 
where K(h; x, y) = Fm’(m+l)(h; x, y) and F(h; x, y) is defined in terms of h 
by (2.9). Note that the integrand in (3.4) is defined since the condition (3.1) 
and the definitions of the curves (1.3) bounding D imply that 
(x + (- I)i+lym+Ah\hi(s, x, y), s) E & if (s, x, y) E [0, y] x & . 
We shall show that, under certain conditions, the equations (2.10) have 
a unique solution h = (h, , h2) in some space X6 , by proving that T has a 
unique fixed point in some X, . This is an immediate consequence of the 
following result. 
THEOREM 2. If A/a, < 1 + h/m, then T is a contraction mapping of some 
space X8 into itself. 
PROOF. We first prove that T maps some Xs into itself. From the assump- 
tion a < y’(x) < A and (3.1), it can be seen that 
(a - !f Ily)aO”ymtl < F(h; x9 Y) < (A + llf Ily)AOmym+l 
for S sufficiently small. Hence since a,, < a and A,, > A, for S sufficiently 
small we have (aoy)o+l < F(h; x, y) < (A,y) nz+l. It follows immediately from 
these bounds for F that the functions Hi are continuous on [0, y] x DE and 
satisfy (3.1) there. 
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As a consequence of (3.1) and (3.2), we obtain the estimate 
IF& %Y>l < [(m + l)AB +O(l) +O(Y)lY”“, 
with O(1) independent of B. Hence, 
I Hi&, $9 r)l < y--" j-r [y + O( 1) + O(y)] ~~(1 + BP+l) ds 
6 I 5 $ B + O(l) +O(Y)] yl-'9 
where O(1) does not depend on B. Since A/a, < 1 + h/m < 1 + l/m, it 
follows that if B is chosen large enough, then 1 Hi, 1 < BY~-~ for 6 small. 
In this paragraph, unless otherwise stated, we shall use the symbol O(ym+l) 
only if it is independent of C. In F&h; x, y), the terms in q can be written in 
the form 
m+l 
2 i[ 
v’(x + Ym+Ahl(o)) - 4(x - y”fAh2(0))] 
where hi(O) = h,(O, X, y) and h,(O) = h&O, x, y). The term in square 
brackets has a derivative with respect to x of order O(ym+i), while the other 
terms are in Lip(x; (m + l)ACym+l + O(y”+l)). Similar considerations for 
the terms in f lead to the conclusion that 
F, E Lip(x; (m + l)ACym+l + O(ym+l) + O(Y”+~)). 
Thus it follows that Hi, satisfies a Lipschitz condition in x with a constant 
of order 
’ Y-m-A s[ t 
-++- + O(ym) + O(y”“+l)] ds, 
where O(ym) rather than O(y m+l 1s independent of C. By the argument used ) . 
in getting the bound for Hi0 , we find that Hi, E Lip(x; Cyl-“) for a suitably 
large constant C and sufficiently small 6. 
The proof that T is a contraction remains. If we set H = Th and A = T6 
then 
I F(h; x, Y) - F(k x7 r>l < [(m + l)Aym+’ + O(~~+“+~)lll h - f; II. 
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Using the previously obtained estimates for F and Fz , we then find that 
1 ~<(t, X, y) - Hi(t, X, Y)I < Y-~-A j”‘I [z P+A-~ +. ~(ym+~)] //h - h 11 ds 
(3.5) 
d [ * ; + O(Y)] II h - R II. 0 
Similarly, the readily obtained inequality, 
I F,(k w-W& x,r)l d O(Y~+~)II h-RI1 + Km + 1)A +~(~)ly”+~ll A, - hII> 
implies that 
I Kz(4 x9 Y) - a&, x, Y)l 
< W)llh -hII + [*$ + O(Y) + O(Y~)] It h, - k II. (3.6) 
We conclude from (3.5) and (3.6) that for M large enough and any constant p 
satisfying mA/a,(m + 1) < p < 1, the inequality 
d(f& fi) = Mll H - @It + II f& - &c II < ,4k @ 
holds for 8 sufficiently small. Thus the mapping is a contraction on some X8 . 
4. PROPERTIES OF THE CHARACTERISTICS 
It follows from Theorem 2 that, under the condition A/a, < 1 + h/m, 
the system (2.10) h as a unique solution h = (h, , ha) in some space X8 . 
Thus the functions gi (z’ = 1,2), defined in terms of h by (2.7), are unique 
solutions on [0, y] x & of the system 
satisfying 
gi(t, x, y) = x + (-lY+l j: &+, x, Y), 4 ds, (4-l) 
-& uoyym+l - P+l) < (--I)i[x - g&, x, y)] 
(4.2) 
d m-+‘i- Aoyy”+l - tm+l), 
I 1 -g& x, y)l < Byrn+l, 
gi, E Lip(x; Cym+l). 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
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In (4.1), I(+, y) = F ~‘(~+l)(x, y), and note that F(z, y) = F(h; x, y) can be 
expressed as 
m+l 
fi’(%Y) = 2 i 
d&(0, x3 Y)) - &m x9 Y)) 
+ ,: [f(&, x9 Y>, 4 - fM> x9 Yh 41 Q!s 1. (4.5) 
LEMMA. gi, E C([O, JJ] x Ds) and 
giu(t, X9 y) = (- l)‘flK(x~ Y)fis(4 xs Y)* (4.6) 
Furthermore, gi, E Lip(y; O(y2”+l))(i.e., $0 d y1 < ya then 
I giiz(t, x* Yl) - &z(t, x, Ydl G o(Yim+1)(Y2 - Yl))* 
PROOF. To prove the existence of gi, , let us fix a point (x, y) E D, and 
let k be so small that (x, y + k) E D, . Then for K # 0 we define 
Gt(t, A) = i [gt(t, X, Y + k) - gt(t, X, Y>]* 
It follows from (4.1) that 
-i(t, A) = (- 1 )i+l /I [Ke(g& x, Y), 4 + rl(s, W+, 4 ds 
+ (-l)‘+lk ,:+k K(g&, 3, y + k), s) C-k 
(4.7) 
where ~(s, k) + 0 as K -+ 0, uniformly for s E [0, y]. Letting 
W, 4 = G(t, 4 - (-l)i+l@, y)gtr(t, x, ~1, 
we find from (4.7) and the derivative of (4.1) with respect to x that 
+ (-l)“+‘& Y) j-;g,&, x, YM, 4 ds 
+ (-l)“+‘; j-‘+k(&, x,y + k), S) ds - (-l)i+‘K(x,y). 
Y 
Using the properties of F established in Section 3, we obtain the inequality 
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where N is a constant and c(k) --f 0 as k -+ 0. By Gronwall’s lemma (see [3]), 
we conclude that 
1 e,(t, k)l :< c(k)eN(y-t’. 
Thus e,(t, k) -+ 0 as k -+ 0, which implies that gi, exists on [O, y] x D, and 
satisfies (4.6) there. Due to the continuity of K and gi, , g,, can be extended 
continuously to the boundary. 
To prove gi, is Lipschitz continuous in y, it sufices to show that 
Gi, = O((y + k)2m+1) for K > 0. Since 
G& k) = (-l)i+l $ jr [K&i(s, x, Y + 4 4 
- Kz(gi(S, X, Y), S)Igiz(Ss Xs Y) ds 
+ (-1 y+l 1: K&i(s, x, Y), Wi&> 4 4 
the estimates K, = O(y”), K, E Lip(x; O(y”)) and gig = O(y”) imply that 
1 Gi,(t, k)I < O((y + k)2m+1) + O(Y”) jy I Gi,(s, 4 ds- 
t 
The desired bound then follows from Gronwall’s lemma. 
5. THE SOLUTION OF THE SINGULAR CAUCHY PROBLEM 
Let us now define u in terms of the solutions gi of (4.1) by the expression 
(2.4). Using (4.6), we find that u, = F1l(m+l) and u,, = (m + l)-lKF% + j. 
It follows that u is a solution of (1.1). Clearly, u also satisfies the initial 
conditions (1.2). As for the Lipschitz continuity of the second derivatives 
of u, we first note that u,, E Lip(x; O(y)), since F(x, y) >, (a,,~)~+~, 
F, = O(ynz+l) and F, E Lip(x; O(y”+l)). Therefore, since If% / < Ilfll, we 
see from (1.1) that u,, E Lip(x; O(1)). The conditions (4.3) and (4.4) for g,, 
yield the estimate u,~ E Lip(x; O(1)). Finally, it can be seen from the lemma 
of Section 4 that gi, = O(y”), F, = O(y”) and F, E Lip(y; O(y”)). Hence 
all the second derivatives of u are Lipschitz continuous in y. 
Conversely, suppose u is a solution of the singular Cauchy problem on D, 
and assume u has Lipschitz continuous second derivatives on D, . Then the 
solutions of the characteristic equations (2.1) are also solutions of the system 
(4.1). Moreover, by a result in ordinary differential equations (see [4]), 
g&i = 1, 2) exist and 
giz(t, x, Y) = exp 1 (-lY+l j: s [u,%ds, x, Y), s)l ds 1. (5.1) 
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Writing 
g&, x, y) = x + ( -ljifl 1; uzm(gi(s, x, y), 4 ds, 
and noting that a,y < uz(x, y) < A,,y for y sufficiently small, we conclude 
that the characteristics atisfy (4.2) on [0, y] x ii, for some 7 with 0 < 7 < 6. 
The conditions (4.3) and (4.4) for the characteristics are easily obtained from 
(5.1) for some constants B and C, as consequences of the above estimates 
for u, and the boundedness and Lipschitz continuity in x of u,, . 
Thus we have established Theorem 1 under the condition A/a, < 1 + A/m. 
This restriction can be removed by breaking the interval I into a finite 
number of overlapping closed intervals Ii (i = 1, . . . . n), on each of which 
the condition is satisfied for some positive constants aai and Ai . Indeed, 
there exists a unique solution ui of the problem on each of the domains 
Di(Si), where D&) is the open set bounded by Ii , y = Si (Si > 0) and 
the curves 
Wdy = M,Y)“, dx/dy = -M,Y)“, (4 > n-y- 4 
passing through the left and right endpoints, respectively, of Ii . The function 
u given by 
u(x7Y) = ui(x,Y)9 (x,Y) E Odsi> n DrS, (i = 1, . . . . n), 
where 6 = min, ai , is obviously the desired solution on D, . 
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